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ABSTRACT
This review of research on instructional improvement

and teacher evaluation considers the complex issues affecting the K-8
principal's ability to enhance educational quality through effective
supervision of the instructional process. According to_several
studies, teachers found formal evaluations far less valuable than
direct_assistance and support. A recent study of improving school
systems found that teacher evaluations focus on the formative procest
of observing teachers, arranging conferences with them, and
recognizing them as professionals. Some studies found uniform
procedures unsatisfactory because teachers vary widely in their
abilities, experiences, styles, and needs. The studies suggest that
principals need to_take their own strengths and weaknesses as
instructional leaders into_account and obtain appropriate assistance
in the instructional improvement effort. Experienced teachers can be
a valuable source of such assistance because they understand the
situations faced by other teachers and are trusted by them. The
twofold role of the teacher supervisor--as a performance rater and as
a guide to improvement--must be clear_to both the supervisor and the
teachers. Those who help teachers develop instructional improvement
plans should be aware of the developmental phases identified in the
research: diagnostic, tactical, and strategic. The process involves
identifying and enhancing the "level of abstraction" at which each
teacher operates. (PGD)
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Vólume 5, Number 4 k I k

InstrucZonal Improvement
and the KuS Principal

he educational literature is not
without its mythological figures,
one being_the magicAlprinck
pal who creates an instruction-

ally effective school while handling all
rhAttert Of ditcipliné, parent ebncerns,
commuruy affairs, schedules, grant
writing, and facility maintenancea
principal who visits every teacher's
diattroom every day And cianducts
formal observations of each teacher
once a week .. chairs staff de-
velopment comrnittees ... revises the
curriculum as the need aritet ... and
takes a prominent role in community
matters. _Anneyo Who believes this depic-
tion of the school principal might well
be interested in buying a hardly worn
bridge in Brooklyn. The reality is that
principals bf improving t choolt need
not be superhuman. It is not neces-
sary that they inspire awe among
their peers or move people to tears
with_their oratoni. The more accurate
description of them is that they care
about the students and the teachers;
deeply value eccellent instruction,
and want their schools to be better.
They see their role as being one of
Supperter and coordinator. The tra-
ditional practice bf Using power and
authority to control the faculty's ac-
tions is shifted to a more collegial ap-
proach in Which improvements are
achieved bs involving facul4f and SO.;
temwide personnel in making basic

Carl D. Glickman is aprofessor in the
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decisiOnS. (Pratzner. 1984; Macken=
zie, 1983; Purkey and Smith, 1985).
In other words, it is not the principal
as the Sole source of School irriE
provement but rather the principal as
manager of a coordinated, coopera-
tive effett.

uch of the professional prepa-
ration kir SchbOl ptiricipAlt in
seminars, leadership insti-
tutes; and certification pro-

grams assumes that instructional im-
provement is equated_with tight pro-
cedures; observation ratings, and
written records_for purposes of evalu-
ating teadhart foe COntract reheWal.
Consider, then, a recent_study bf im-
proving school systems that involved
more than 60 elementary and middle
sChbOls in Whith sChbbl personnel
were asked to identify those factors
contributing to their school's success:
Rarely WAS teacher evaluation men-
tioned (Glickman1986). Instead, the
respondents credited direct assis-
tance and support given to teachers
with matatials arid recOrd keeping;
conferences held with teachers to re-
view plans for helping individual ski-
deritS br partibular classes; involve-
ment bf teachert On cbMinitteet to
coordinate curriculum; the use of staff
development time for teachers to plan
togothet oh depArtrhentIMde and
schoolwide decisions cOnCerning
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Such matters at tett, teaching mate-
rials, promotion standards, and
attendance.

Kauchak, Peterson, and Driscoll
984) in thei: study_of the value

of teacher evaluations found that
teachers do not really mind the
once- or twice:a:year evaluations
they receive but feel that such exer-
cises do little or nothing to improve
their performance in the classroom. In
mott catet, evaluation it teen At A
ritual carried out between_principals
and teachers to be endured as part of
the game but Withlittle meaning to
either participant. This iS not meant to
question the utility of contract renewal
evaluations or other rating procedures
which enture that employees are con-
forming to basic requirements. How=
ever, in most schools such proce-
dures affect only a fraction of the
teachert thote who Are grottly in=
competentand has no relevance for
the remainder.

Acharacteristic of improving
schools is that--as distin-
guished from the minimum
competence ratings associated

with contract renewalevaluations
focus on the formative process of ob-
serving teachars and arranging con=
ferences with them, and in general on
recognizing teachers as
professionAIS.

(It is interesting to note the finding
by Brookover et al. (1979) that im-
proving salmis had a higher degree
of dittatitfaction With inStruction
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amongteachers, whereaS teacher8 in
declining schools expressed satisfac-
tion with their competence as instruc-
tors and felt no need or stimulus to be
better. If the only observation a
teacher receives is with someone
who fills out a checklist evaluation
that gives rankings on a scale of from
poor to excellent, without discussion
of ways to become more successful,
the result is bland satisfacticnmost
teachers receive above average
marksbut little change.)

considerable body e current
classroom research focuses on
,iniformity in supervising teach-
erS. In many ca868, SuperviSor8

are trained to use the same observa-
tion instrument for all teachers; look
for the Same kindS of behavior and
the same elements of a lesson, and
structure a post-conference in such a
way that a set number of strengths
are cited prior to the mention of any
weaknesses._What such_uniformity of
practice ignores is that first, teaching
is far from being an exact science;
that Second, different teacher8 are in
different stages of personal and pro-
fessional development; and that third,
SuperviSing and teaching inevitably
involve problems that are unclear,
messy, and rarely have a single cor-
rect answer.

he reSearch uSed to juStify
focus on uniformity is derived
from studies of short-term gains
in academic achievement and

generally finds that teachers who use
a particular approach (e.g., direct in-
struction, corrective feedback, what-
ever) tend to be more effective than
those who do not. Yet the same
studies involve teachers who do not
use those practices and still achieve
equally high results, and teachers
who do use them and achieve poor
results (Doyle, 1984). One recent

study of teachers trained in effective
classroom practice showed that after
the first year of implementation, the
trained teachers had poorer
achievement in mathematics than a
comparable group of teachers who

Teacher evaluation
must be a cognitive

miChinidil
undertaking.

had not been trained (Stallings,
1985). To say that the jury is still out
on whether there is a science of
teaching iS an underStatement.

The potential for confusion inher-
ent in that fact is compounded when a
teacher is subjected to a post confer-
ence in which the_principal uSeS a unk
form evaluation documentwith no
room for accommodation to that
teacher'S uniquénéSS.

Most beginnirigteachers feel most
comfortable (and improve most
readily) when their supeMsors take a
directive approach, suggesting spe-
cific techniques (Copeland, 1980;
Copeland and Atkinson; 1978; Lorch,
1981). Most experienced teachers, on
the other hand, prefer a more col-
laborative and nondirective approach
(Konke, 1984; Ginkel, 19831.
Moreover, even with teachers on the
same expehence level, the responses
to a fixed rating system may vary so
much as to make the results confus-
ing and questionable. A study of
supervisors using a directive ap-

proach with student teachers found
that they variously engendered ac-
ceptance, inaction, and resiStance
(Brown, 1975).

he fact is that to be consistently
inconsistent; based on informed
judgments of teachers' dif-
ferences, is to recognize that

working with teachers is a cognitive
enterprise, not a mechanical applica-
tion of a set prescription.

Meaningful teacher evaluation and
sensible flexibility in teacher relation-
ships are basic to achieving and
maintaining instructional improve-_
ment No principals are likely to bring
improvement about unilaterally, but it
is their responsibility to be sure that it
Occurs.

A good place to begin is to con-
Sider Such queStionS as these:

Where does instructional exper-
tise exist within the school and school
system?

Are there teachers who would
welcome assisting one another or
serving on task forces to look at par-
ticular instructional, curricular, or in-
service activities for the school?

Are Mere central officeperson-
nel or consultants who are perceived
by teachers as credible resources_
who could be called upon for help?

Are there grade level heads,
lead teachers, or assistants whose
inclinations and responsibilities could
be more fully brought to bear on
instruction?

he secret to success in improv-
ing instruction is for principals to
kientify what they_realistically
can or cannot do themselves

and then to find people who can fill in
thegaps and take instructional lead-
ership roles. In one school perhaps a
faculty council could be made re-
sponsible for schoolwide instructional
matters. In another school the staff



might ask central office supervisors to
take part. In still others, part of the re-
sponsibility might be assigned to an
assistant principal or lead teacher.
The important consideration is not
who is named captain but whether in-
structional leadership occurs and
schoolwide instructional improvement
results. (Farrar and Flakus-
Mosqueda, 1986).

ith the advent of career lad-
der arrangements in many
states, there is now an oppor-
tunity to give senior and mas-

ter teachers greater responsibilities in
this area. Principals will of course
need to protect these teachers from
such administrative diversions as
scheduling, discipline, and clerical
work so they can focus their attention
on assisting other teachers, chairing
decision-making groups, and working
with curriculum (Glickman and Wright,
1986; Lortie, 1986).

he principal will also need to
separate instructional improve-
ment from contract renewal rat-
ings and move to a more sophis-

ticated level of evaluation aimed at
specific improvement. It is startling to
note that 50 percent of experienced
teachers in a particular state had
never had an evaluation in which ob-
servation in their classroom was fol-
lowed by a conference with another
professional to discuss specific in-
structional improvement (Blankenship
and Irvine, 1985). Yet rarely do
teachers allow their real classroom to
be seen or real problems to be exam-
ined when the principal comes on in
the rolp of "boss" and judge. It is
when the principal is seen as guide
and helper that teachers feel free to
be open and candidand ready for
counsel. Somehow, then, an accom-
modation must be found between the
principal as rater and the principal as

guide.
Here are four ways by which

schools have sought to reach this
accommodation:

1. Establish a two-track, three-
year program of two cycles of obser-

The mentor vs. the
guidefour ways to
try to accommodate

the difference .

vations and conferences per year
with each teacher.

On track one, teachers are ob-
served by the principal in accordance
with a standard form used throughout
the school system for contract re-
newal purposes. Teachers judged
satisfactory move into track two,
which focuses on instructional im-
provement. Observafions for the
remainder of the three years are fo-
cused on assistance and improve-
ment and involve three phases
pre-observation, observation, and
post-conferenceleading to the de-
velopment of an instructional irn-
provernent plan. No rating scale or
formal records are passed to any
other party. The less successful
teachers remain in track one until
they pass the required evaluation
(perhaps with help arranged by the
principal), or are removed from
employment.

2. Divide the process so that the
evaluation procedures and the in-
structional assistance procedures are

recognized and discrete.
One way for doing this is to de-

velop an instructional improvement
sequence in which each teacher
chooses an instructional improvement
goal to focus on and selects the
sources of assistance felt to be most
helpful in achieving it (see Glatthorn;
1984). Possible sources of assistance
include a school administrator, a
teacher from the same school; a cen-
tral office supervisor, a teacher from
another school, or perhaps some
other suitable professional. The
teacher discusses the year's plan
with a designated coordinator (school
principal, department head, or team
leader) and arranges visitation
schedules. The normal contract eval-
uation process conducted by the
school principal continues throughout
the year; independent of the instruc-
tional improvement program,

3. Establish separate roles for
supervisors.

In some school districts; central
office supervisors conduct all formal
evaluations and the principals provide
instructional improvement assistance.
More often it is the other way around;
with principals conducting evaluations
and central office or school-based
personnel (e.g., counselors, assistant
principals, head teachers) providing
assistance. In either case, one posi-
tion is clearly delineated as a staff
position concerned with assisting
teachers and another position is
clearly delineated as a line position
concerned with evaluating teachers.

4. Make it clear that the principal
will play two distinctly different roles
in evaluating teachers.

If the responsibilities of evaluation
and assistance reside in the same
person, teachers need to clearly un-
derstand which is involved on agiven
occasion, With the 98 percent of
teachers who are rated competeM,
the principal should stress that sub-
sequent evaluations will focus on their
needs and goals and on strategies for
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helping them progreSS profettionally.
Similarly, the few teachers about
whom the principal has concerns
Should be told at the outset that the
purposes of the observationS and
conferences are to appraise current
level of practice, document strengths
and WeakneSseS, provide remedial
help, and ultimately determine the
evaluation sent to the superintendent
and Scheol board. The principal's role
is not likely to be clear unleSs it iS
clearly communicated .

egardless of how the roles of
rater and guide are accornmo-
dated, those who Work with
teachers on developing instruc-

tional improvement plans should be
aware of three phatéS: diagnostic,
tactical, and strategical (Gordon and
Glickman; 1984; Glickman and Gor-
don, in press for 1987). The basic
goal is not simply to demonstrate new
techniques but to help each indMdual
teacher grow toward higher stages of
thought. The rationale is two-.fold:
First, more reflective and self;directed
teachers are better able to solve in-
structional problems and meet stu-
den& educational needs (Murphy
and Brown, 1970; Parkay, 1979) and
second; if they are to help students
become Self-responsible learners and
decision makers, teaCherS must
themselves be autonomous and in-
dependent (Calhoun, 1985): Thought-
fUl teachers generate thoughtful
students.

n phase one, the supervisor be-
gins by diagnosing the level at
Which a teacher is functioning,
the key being the level of

"abstraction" the teacher exhibits.
Teacher "Vstraction" is derived from
conceptual systems theoni (Harvey,
Hunt, and Schroeder, 19611 and iS
defined as the ability to form "more
orientations towards the environment

and the interpersonal world" (Sulli-
van, McCullough, and Stager, 1970).
Abstraction is not to be confused with
innate intelligence; being a variable
that can be changed and that paral-
lels the experiential learning research

Three levels of
"abstraction" and
their implications
for supervision.

of Horn and Cartel! (1967).
Teachers of low abstraction have

difficulty identifyind instructional con-
cerns, are unable to generate alterna-
tive solutions, and are quick to seek
advice_when confronted by a complex
task. Machete of moderate abstrac-
tion can define instructional problems
(usually centering on a single dimen-
sion of the problem) and generate a
limited range of possible solutions.
They want independence but_seek
assistance in selecting and prioritizing
solutions and in thinking through the
implementation steps of the im-
provement plan. Teachers of high
abstraction can identify problems
from a wide source of information and
Gan imagine various strategies, an-
ticipate consequences, and select
appropriate courses of action: Highly
abstract teachers follow the prob-
lem-solving task through to comple-
tion; taking full responsibility for the
outcome of their efforts.

The supervisors diagnosis is
done not by a paper and pencil test

but by talking with the teachers in-
volved and observing them in action:
Clues are to be found in how teachers
respond to such questions as "What
needs do you see for instructional im-
provement?" "How do you know that
they are significant concerns?" "What
should be done?"

phese two is tactical; aimed at
helping teacher§ solve current
instructiOnal problem, and calls
for an approach adapted to the

teacher's current level of abstraction:
The supervisor Selectt a directive/
informational approach with teacher8
of low abstraction, a collaborative
approach with teachers of moderate
abstraction, end a nondirective ap-
proach with teachers of high
abstraction,

In the directivelinforrnational ap-
proach, the supervisor provides a
high degree of information arid advice
and thus assurnes much of the re-
sponsibility for developing the instruc-
tional improvement plannot to con=
trol the teacher but to give specific
suggestions the teacher can choose
among.

In the collaborative approach,
with teachers of moderate abstrac-
tion, the supervisor and teacher share
perceptions of whatever problemS
exist, agree on alternatives, and
negotiate a mutually designed plan of
action. The supervisor and the
teacher are thus partners who share
responsibility for the final plam

n the nondirective approach
with teachers of high abstrac-
tion, the teachers are called
upon to define their instructional

concerns, generate actions; explore
consequences, and develop their own
action plans. With the teacher carnf=_
ing the chief responsibility, the super-
visor's role is to listen, reflect, clarify,
and encourage.



he final phase in this approach
iS Strategical and aimS at ac=
celerating the development of
teacher abstractionhelping

teachera to think "harder and smart-
er" and stimulatingtheir problem=
solving abilities. One strategy is to
expose teachers incrementally to new
ideat, neW Waya of vieWing students
and instruction, new problem solving
techniques, and new teaching
methoda . initially relating such new
ideas to concepts the teachers al=
ready understand and value and then
ekpoSing them to a wide: range of
concepta and innovations (see Hall
and Loucks, 1978).

second strategy is to move
teachers from a dependency re-
lationship with the supervitor by
decreasing the role of the

supeMsor while increasing the
deciSionzmaking reaponSibility of
teachers. In a third strategy,the
supervisor arranges for interaction
Among teachers of lower levels of
abStraction and thote of tomeWhat
higher levels during problem-solving_
sessions. Such "optimal mismatches"
(Hunt, 1971; pp. 9-10) can resultin
conceptualgrowth for teachera of
lower abstraction.

umming up, to be successful in
managing inStrdctional im=
provement, K-8 principals need
to reflect on the history of the

orgeni±ation involved, the capabilities
of the staff, resources available from
outside the school, and the values
and_long-range goals that are to set
the framework for the effort. With this
information, they can make realiatic
determinations regarding such mat:
ters as the optimum structure and set-
ting, the time span involved, and the
human resources that will be needed.
How and who attends to instructional
improvement will vary from school to

school; what is common to success is
the Skill of the principal in stimulating
discussions and options Among the
faculty that bear undeviatingly on im-
proving instruction and help all
teachera achieve their full potential.

With instructional
improvement, the

key to success lies
with the principal.

hat is not a simple teak, given
the inevitable array of conflicting
pressures. Unless the principal
it tuccettful in doing so, how-

ever, the school will simply eXist as a
collection of individual teachers and
students going their own way without
larger_purpo_Se or the eichilaration of
accomplishment.
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